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By means of a comparative study, we identify a specific physical mechanism that leads to
circular-symmetric two-dimensional photorefractive solitons, and determine the conditions for their
observation. For a given photorefractive crystal, this allows the control of the transition from an
elliptical soliton-supporting regime to a round soliton-supporting one. This indicates a basic recipe
to generate electro-optic devices in three-dimensional crystals compatible with single-mode fiber. ©
2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1830075]

Photorefraction supports optical spatial solitons both in
one and two transverse dimensions.1 The two-dimensional
(2D) realization forms a fundamental component to a family
of innovative optical techniques, which range from optically
written components,2 electro-optically reconfigurable
interconnects,3 to the enhancement of second-ordersx2d
response.4 The underlying nonlinearity is generally aniso-
tropic and solitons reflect this in a generally elliptic intensity
profile I. In some cases, the nonspreading beam has a bell-
shaped circular-symmetric(round) intensity distribution, and
this condition arouses particular physical and applicative
interest.5 Since round propagation modes characterize both
the more general class of saturated solitons and standard op-
tical components, such as single-mode fiber, a round photo-
refractive soliton forms a natural extension of single-mode
guided circuits into three-dimensional electro-optic
material.6 In this regard, the absence of a clear understanding
of the mechanisms that control this transverse beam shape
represents a basic obstacle.7,8 This can be attributed to the
complexity of the photorefractive 2D nonlinearity, which on
top of being anisotropic, is also nonlocal,8–11 with sample-
dependent characteristics.12 The end result is that devices
based on 2D solitons can be difficult to design and repro-
duce.

The issue is well illustrated by the apparent incompat-
ibility of experiments that findround self-trapping for a set
of parameters,5,7,13–15 and a second family of observations
that find only elliptic self-trapping.8,12,16,17The first suggest
that the nonlinearity can be approximated by a local satu-
rated response,18 but this is at odds with the fundamentally
anisotropic nature of the self-lensing.11,19,20A possible uni-
fied picture based on pulsing along the propagation axis8 is
excluded by dedicated studies.7 A step forward has been
achieved by also considering effects due to charge diffusion
and saturation, neglected in these early 2D approaches.9 Al-
though the effort allows only numerical predictions, these

includeboth round and elliptical self-trapping.
The present effort is thus aimed at formulating a hypoth-

esis for the underlying physical mechanism leading to round
soliton formation, predicting the associated conditions, and
carrying out an experimental verification.

Given the complexity of the mechanisms involved, our
approach is based on a comparative study. The rationale is to
experimentally find and investigate two conditions that
would be physically identical in a local isotropic model, but
that lead to qualitatively distinct self-trapping phenomena: in
one, round solitons form, whereas in the other, no accessible
system parameters allow for the symmetric manifestation.
The discriminating mechanism is then identified through the
analysis of the observed differences in the underlying non-
linear response through electro-optic readout.21 In order to
exclude material-dependent effects, the study is realized in
the samesample.

Since diffusion and saturation components are the key to
the process,9 and they depend on the transverse spatial scale,
by using different input beam sizes,0=Dx0=Dy0, we pro-
ceed through a set of experiments in which their relative
weight, compared to the anisotropic response, is changed.
Monitoring the output soliton full width at half-maximum of
the intensity distribution, along the two transverse axes
sDx,Dyd and the corresponding round self-trapping size,
=Dx=Dy, we analyze the relationship between shape and
size in the steady-state regime.

The setup, described in Refs. 1 and 14, makes use of a
zero-cut 3.7x34.1y32.4z mm crystal of paraelectric potas-
sium lithium tantalate niobate(KLTN ), with a temperature-
dependent dielectric constantersTd. The Gaussian launch
beam was obtained from a cwx-polarized argon-ion laser
operating atl=514 nm. The input beam size,0 was con-
trolled by the focusing optics. Steady-state was attained by
launching a copropagatingy-polarized plane wave of inten-
sity Ib, and applying an external constant bias fieldE0 along
the transversex-axis. For each experiment, the input inten-a)Electronic mail: palange@ing.univaq.it
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sity ratio was fixed to a givenu0
2= Ip/ Ib, whereIp is the peak

beam intensity.
We identified two qualitatively different situations for

,0.6.5 and 14µm, shown in Fig. 1, and these constitute the
extremities of our comparative study. For,0=6.5 mm, we
scan different values of launchu0 and different values of bias
field E0. As shown in Fig. 1(a), for u0.2.4 ander .12 500,
a value ofE0.3.5 kV/cm traps the beam to a roundDx
=Dy=,.6.5 mm soliton, accompanied by an 18µm bend-
ing shift for a longitudinal propagation of 2.4 mm Fig. 1(c).
A different situation is found in the second case of Fig. 1(b),
where the beam launched with a waist of,0.14 mm does
not converge to a round soliton of,.,0 for anyvalues ofE0
and u0. The reported scan inE0 refers to a launchu0.1.4
and er .11 000, and corresponds to the condition in which
self-trapping manifests the lowest beam ellipticity(scanning
both lower andhighervalues ofu0). We can compare the two
scans directly by observing the situation in whichDx.,0
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). In the second case, the beam ellipticity is
Dy/Dx.1.3 and the associated bending shift is of 2µm Fig.
1(d). As also shown in Fig. 1(b), increasingE0 leads to a
decrease inDx and Dy, and, eventually, for,.9.5 mm, to
the formation of around soliton. Scans for intermediate val-
ues of ,0.8 and 11µm, indicated a continuous transition
from one regime to the other, the first allowing for a round
soliton at,.,0, the second only at the condition of having,
slightly lower than,0.

The existence of these distinct regimes, dictated by the
spatial scale,0, is in contrast with standard self-trapping
phenomena, in which the local isotropic model leads to only
one relevant physical quantity,Dj=,0/d,1 as a function of
u0. Here,d=s2k2Dn0/nd−1/2 is the nonlinear spatial scale de-
termined by E0 through the electro-optic responseDn0
=s1/2dn3ge0

2ser −1d2E0
2, wherek=2pn/l ,n.2.3 is the un-

perturbed index of refraction, andg.0.13 m4 C−2 is the qua-
dratic electro-optic coefficient.

Pursuing the logic of our comparative approach, we ana-
lyze the details of the photorefractive/electrostatic 2D
problem,1 in the two cases of Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The corre-
sponding numerical calculation of thex-component of the
space-charge fieldEsx,yd in the two conditions, which trans-
lates into the index patternDnsx,yd through the electro-optic
effect, is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The striking feature is
that the strongly distorted case of Fig. 2(a) leads to a round
soliton, whereas thex-symmetric case of Fig. 2(b) leads to an
elliptical beam shape. We deduce that in the first case, the
smaller,0=6.5 mm activates a relevant nonlocal(asymmet-
ric) component due to charge diffusion and saturation, which
at once tilts the index pattern and suppresses one of the two

lateral lobes. The process is negligible in the second case, for
which the larger value of,0=14 mm leads to smaller nonlo-
cal components. We tested this phenomenological conjecture
experimentally, through the readout, at zero bias field, of
previously imprinted index patterns for different spatial
scales.21 The ,0=6.5, 11, and 14µm readouts are shown in
Figs. 2(c)–2(e), respectively. As expected, the first readout
shows an asymmetric lobe structure and leads to a round
soliton. The other two(the 11µm case being intermediate),
have an increasing symmetry in the lobes, not allowing the
formation of round solitons. This brings us to formulate the
hypothesis that the lensing in thex-direction, generally stron-
ger than in they-direction, is weakenod by the suppression
of one of the lobes. The resulting asymmetry due to the
enhancement of the remaining lobe causes soliton bending
(self-refraction), without appreciably affecting the transverse
shape.

This picture impliestwo independent conditions: that(i)
the resulting index pattern support the soliton; and(ii ) one of
the lobes be suppressed. Condition(i) is equivalent to veri-
fying that the parameterssE0,u0,,d giving rise to the soliton-
supporting refractive index patternDn, compensate diffrac-
tion. This condition can be estimated neglecting all nonlocal
and anisotropic effects(for example, see Fig. 3 in Ref. 10).

Condition(ii ) implies that, in the region manifesting the
lobes, the configuration leading to round solitons must be
associated with a given precise relationship between the non-
local x-component of the space-charge field response,En
=Ed+Es (due to the diffusion componentEd and charge satu-
ration oneEs), and the corresponding anisotropic partEa (the
lobes). This relationship must be preserved for all conditions
leading to round solitons, for different parameterssE0,u0,,d,
implying a condition on their scaling that we can experimen-
tally test. An estimate of the diffusion and saturation field,
for example, along the lines of the approximate approach of
Ref. 22, indicates, respectively, thatEd~ skBT/qdu0

2s1
+u0

2d−1,−1 andEs~e0erE0
2u0

2s1+u0
2d−3,−1sNaqd−1, wherekB is

the Boltzman constant,q is the electron charge, andNa is the
crystal acceptor impurity concentration. In turn, the numeri-
cal analysis of the electric field problem, two results of
which are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), for a given circular-
symmetric intensity profileI with a transverse size,, indi-
cates thatEa~E0 (see also Ref. 19). For example, in the
cases of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), Ea=aE0, with a.0.05 for both

FIG. 1. Approach to round self-trapping in the two regimes.Dx (squares)
and Dy (circles) vs E0 for (a) ,0=6.5 mm=, and (b) ,0=14 mmÞ,
=10 mm. Horizontal lines indicate,0. Output intensity distribution forDx
=,0 in the two regimes:(c) a circular soliton with a 18µm shift and(d) an
elliptical shape with a 2µm shift. Vertical line indicates inputx position.

FIG. 2. Lobe suppression. Numerical calculation of thex-component of the
space-charge field neglecting propagation effects, for(a) ,0=6.5 mm and(b)
,0=14 mm. Observed output intensity distribution with a zero-field readout
(Ref. 21), for (c) ,0=6.5 mm, (d) 11 µm, and(e) 14 µm, in conditions in
which Dx=,0.
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,0=6.5 and 14µm (note that in the first case the remaining
lobe is doubled by the nonlocal components). If condition
(ii ) is sound, this implies that for all conditions leading to
round solitons,En/Ea must remain constant. In other terms,
sEd+Esd /E0<a. Note that this implicates, in general, mate-
rial parameters as well, such as the values ofNa ander.

To test the lobe suppression mechanism described above,
we analyzed a set of round soliton-supporting conditions.
The study refers to values ofu0 ranging from 1.4 to 2.4,
which, in terms of condition(i), involves the region of tran-
sition from unsaturated-to-saturated self-trapping, where the
normalized soliton widthDj.Djmin is approximately inde-
pendent ofu0.

10 In a centrosymmetric sample, for which the
details of the local existence curve will, in general, differ
from that reported in Ref. 10, this implies thatE0

=hDjmin/ fe0ser −1dknÎggj,−1. Experiments lead toround
solitons, for ,=6.5−10mm, for values ofE0 versus, re-
ported in Fig. 3(a). These confirm the expected scaling, with
an sE0,dexp.2.2 V, which impliesDjmin.5.6 (in Ref. 10,
Djmin.4). In order to verify condition(ii ), the three param-
eterssE0,u0,,d, of these same observations must combine to
give a constant:a<sEd+Esd /E0. As shown in Fig. 3(b), this
is the case, and forms the experimental verification of the
physical picture. In order for the measured value ofaexp to
also coincide with the value estimated through the numerical
approach, we must assume thatNa.1.431016 cm−3 (giving
a.0.045), a value wholly compatible with those generally
measured through two-wave-mixing techniques.1 To appreci-
ate the selectivity of the analysis, we note that the condition
not leading to round self-trapping of Fig. 1(d) corresponds to
a value ofa.0.011[the triangle in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].

The lobe-suppression picture can be extended to de-
scribe experiments in strontium-barium-niobate(SBN)7 and
in KLTN14 for higher values ofu0, where the simplified scal-
ing E0

1/2~,−1 (E0~,−1 for KLTN ) will not hold, sinceDj is
a function ofu0, providing a relationship betweenE0,,, and
u0, which does not follow from the generally reportedDj
versusu0. We can, however, note that the saturation compo-
nentEs scales wither /Na. This means that for standard val-
ues ofNa, crystals with lower values ofer (along the optical

axis), such as BaTiO3 (Ref. 12) and KNbO3 (Ref. 17) will
have a greater difficulty in satisfying condition(ii ), if com-
pared to SBN and KLTN.

We identify the mechanism that allows round solitons in
the asymmetric suppression of part of the anisotropic photo-
refractive response by charge diffusion and saturation ef-
fects. This implies a soliton existence curve in the three-
dimensional parameter spacefE0,, ,u0g, as opposed to the
reduced parameter spacefDj=DjsE0,,d ,u0g, whereE0 and,
do not appear separately. This can form the key to the under-
standing of apparently contradictory results, and indicates
the basic recipe to generate the building block of guided
electro-optic devices in three-dimensional crystals.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the experimental round soliton existence
points (squares) and the predicted scaling for(a) condition (i) and (b) con-
dition (ii ). The filled square refers to the observation reported in Ref. 21.
The triangle refers to conditions of Fig. 1(d), leading to anelliptical beam
shape.
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